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Introduction 

Al the beginning of the twentieth century, rhetoric appeared lo be in decline. As 
an academic discipline, il no longer occupied a prominent place in the university. Jn 
Europe, some universities discarded it altogether as a relic of the outmoded classical 
curriculum, and in others it was absorbed into the study of classics. In England, 
where debate developed into a competitive sport, rhetoric nonetheless progressively 
lost its academic presence. In the United States, it was reduced to a few courses in 
writing and speaking that served the needs of a new curriculum dominated by mod-
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ern languages and science. Specialization and departmentalization in the modern 
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university dispersed the many traditional intellectual concerns of rhetoric to other 1
disciplines such as p.�ychology, linguistics, philosophy, and literary studies, 
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But in the course of the twentieth century rhetoric became, once again, a valu

able interdisciplinary theory of language and meaning. Philosophers and literary 
critics rediscovered rhetoric-or reinvented it under some other rubric, such as 
"discourse" or "dialogism"-as a solution to problems raised by traditional theo, 
ries of language and meaning. Rhetoric has been enriched by their efforts. It has 
grown to encompass a theory of language as a form of social behavior, of intention 
and interpretation as the detenninants of meaning, of the way that knowledge is ere• 
ated by argument, and of the way that ideology and power arc extended through 
language. In lhis same period, the history of rhetoric has been rediscovered and 
reimagined .. Enlarged as a theoretical resource, rhetoril: has also expanded its grasp 
of the ways that women, people of color, and cultural or ethnic minorities use Ian• 
guage to gain a hearing for themselves. In short, rhetoric has become a comprehen• 
sive theory of language as effective discourse. 

The themes of language and meaning, ethics and ideology, and argument and 
knowledge recur and overlap al each stage in the fonnulation of rhetorical theories 
during the twentieth century. The chronological stages outlined below are arbitmry 
conveniences that locate groups of ideas around the dates of major texts. But it is 
the interconnection of these ideas-not just their chronological succession-that 
best characlerizes twentieth-century rhetoric. 
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RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION 

By the end of the nineteenth century, college rhetoric in the United States had he• 
come freshman English, a one- or two-semester writing course focusing on techni
cal skill in grammar and usage, paragraph coherence, and exercises in the modes of 
discourse-description, narration, exposition, and argumentation (as described in 
the introduction to Part Five). Invention, in the classical sense of discovering proba
bilistic arguments, was rarely studied, for it was believed that knowledge came 
from the sciences and from careful observation. The job of rhetoric was therefore to 
record and transmit this knowledge with a minimum of distortion. 

Professors in the newly established English departments advanced their profes
sional interests through the study of modern literature, far from the outdated tradition 
of rhetoric and what they regarded as the philistinism of technically oriented compo
sition. Composition instructors-graduate students and junior faculty members or 
the English department, most of whom were cager to gain higher status and leave 
composition behind as soon as possible-were content to rely on the nineteenth· 
century approach now known as "current-traditional," which emphasized expository 
writing, the modes of discourse, and prescriptive grammar, usage, and style. Although 
some professors who urged a focus on public discourse and argumentation expressed 
opposition to the current-traditional approach, that method prevailed and, indeed, 
continued lo be the predominant approach to composition through the first two-third� 
of the twentieth century-and on some campuses much longer. 

In the lirst decades of the twentieth century, composition courses in some of the 
more elite colleges used creative writing, rcnective essays, and autobiography as an 
alternative to the dominant model of expository writing. Students were to express 
their own meanings, to regard themselves as artists, and to be original in thought and 
style. Personal writing advocates drew some support from the new field of psycho
analysis-self-expression seemed to be therapeutic, not merely sclf-imfulgcnt
and, later, from the student-centered pedagogy associated with the Progressive 
movement in education during the 1920s and 1930s. The concerns of the Progres
sives merged with the modem (perhaps now we would say modcmi.\·t) development 
of the social sciences in the communication movement of the succeeding decades. 
C01111111111icatio11 was a way of thinking about language and rhetoric as a means or 
a "technology" for sharing experiences in a social selling. Thus communication 
theory drew on psychology, sociology, and even anthropology, while incorporating 
insights from information theory and semantics. Thii, movement, although short· 
lived in most colleges and schools, was an important precursor of an interdiscipli• 
nary approach to the study of language that would become prominent later in the 
century. 

For the most part, however, the technical concerns that dominated the undergrad
uate curriculum during the first part of the twentieth century meant that expository 
writing and grammar suited the generally practical goals of most colleges and their 
students. The expressive writing course never seriously challenged the current
traditional model for dominance and soon became identified as a separate course in 
creative writing. A more lasting effect of the creative writing approach was the in· 
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1roduction of literary study into the composition course, which was appropriate, ar
gued English professors, because literature provided teuchable content, something 
to write about other than oneself or urbitrnrily chosen subjects in which the teucher 
was not an expert. 

Interest in rhetoric as a historical and theoretical discipline revived in some En
glish departments (most notubly in the University of Chicago, home of the neo
Aristotclian movement) in the lilUes und sixties. In addition to studies of medieval 
and Renaissance literature that acknowledged the importance of rhetoric in those 
periods, there appeared scholarly analyses of rhetorical history and theory by En
glish professors such as Richard Weaver and Richard McKeon. Weaver und other 
scholars who took part in the rhetorical revival-for example, Edward P. J. Corbett 
(CftMsica/ Rlwtoric for the Modem S111de111, 1965). Wayne Booth ("The Revival of 
Rhetoric," 1965), and James Kinneuvy (A Theory of Discour,\'e, 1971)-applied the 
lessons of the rhetorical tradition to composition, arguing that rhetoric was the true 
basis of the discipline fi.1r both pedagogy and research. 

But in the 1960s and 1970s, self-expression rather than rhetoric once again ap
peared to be the chief alternative to the current-traditional model. Expressivism re
turned to the composition course a.,; u response lo political events, chicny the civil 
rights movement and the Vietnam War, and to the increase in college admissions 
that required new approaches lo "basic" writing. Personal writing, the individual's 
�arch for .m "authentic voice," was regarded as a form of opposition to the imper
�onal and oppressive Establishment: It was an assertion of personal freedom in the 
face of the corporate and political force!-. that urged conformity. For all the popular
ity of expressivism, the current-lrnditional approach continued to be the most
widely used method of composition instruction during the sixties and seventies. 
Nonetheless, cxprcssivism had the salutary effect of sparking renewed interest in 
composition theory by questioning the prevailing approach and by turning attention 
10 the experience of the writer in the process of writing. 

The process model of composing that emerged during the 1970s uses a psycho
ogical approach reminiscent of the communication cheory movement-it observes 
writers at work and attempts to identify those activities that produce good writing. 
The process model has clear affinities with the traditional rhetorical model of inven
tion, arrangement, and style. For example, the "heuristics" that operate in the 
"prewriting" stage of the writing process can be regarded as versions of invention 
and arrangement. But many advocates of the process theory emphasized "cogni
tive" processes an� "sdcnlilic" methods of research, so that for most composition 
teachers, the relntionship between their work and the rhetorical tradition remained 
rather tenuous. 

As the discipline of composition became more vigorous and more independent 
of literary study, the links between composition and traditional rhetoric became 
stronger. The "academic discourse" theory of composition, for example, favors 
rhetorical analysis of !he genres of academic writing. In doing so, this theory looks 
:it conventions of addres� as well as at the persuasive intent of all forms of writing. 
Moreover, the difficult relationship between the English department and its writing 
progmm was extensively examined and its history analyzed as composition programs 
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soughl greater respect. Anolhcr positive sign is that literary criticism hus come IO 
take a brighter view of rhetoric. Most important for the growing connection be• 
1ween composition and rhetoric, however, is the professionalization of composition: 
the development of graduate programs in the field and the increasing number of 
scholan; who study rhetoric from the point of view of composition. 

SPEECH COMMUNICATION 

Departments of speech fanned in the United States at the tum of the twentieth cen
tury, breaking away from English departments, whose primary focus was lilemture. 
The curriculum of the new speech department was based on the public speaking 
course. which had been oddly neglccled by most universities at a time when public 
lectures were eagerly attended and when popular political oratory was a powerful 
force. The speech course was, and continues to be, quite popular with studenL� for 
whom the ability to speak confidently, both on the job and in community life, may 
be as important as the ability to write well. 

In speech as in composition, the prevailing view of rhetoric since the beginning 
of the twentieth century has been instrumental or managerial: The purpose of 
rhetoric, in other words, is to convey knowledge clearly and efficiently. For this 
purpose, an Aristotelian approach proved entirely satisfactory. The basic course in 
public speaking continues to be dominated by the traditional categories of invention 
(or rese.irch), arrangement, style, memory (or practice), and delivery, and by the tr.i
ditional forms of appeal lo reason, emotion, and authority. 

The basic speech course (like the composition course) focuses on a practice 
rnlher than an abstract body of knowledge, and so rhetorical theory is rarely .i 
course topic. Instructors arc more likely to be interested in pedagogical theory, fo
cusing, for example, on the comparison between the so-called skill-oriented and 
function-oriented models of teaching speech communication. As long as depart
ments of speech were devoted entirely to these ba.<;ic undergraduate courses, as they 
were for the first quarter of the twentieth century, there was little cause to look into 
large theoretical questions. 

In the twenties. however, speech departments sought lo develop a graduate cur
riculum and a research agenda, and so they turned 10 the psychological and socio
logical study of speech (in the so-called Midwestern school) and to the history or 
rhetoric (in the so-called Cornell school). The Midwesterners soughl Lo base the 
new discipline in science. discovering through behavioral psychology the springs of 
oral persuasion. Their speech curriculum included oral interpretation, drama, speech 
and diction, and speech pathology, to which they later added interpersonal, group, 
organizational and mass communication, public relations, and journalism. The 
Cornell group focused on rhetorical theory and oratory, including speech criticism 
(based, as the public speaking course was, on classical principles), anti soon gener
ated a plethora of historical studies of rhetoricians anti orators. 

For both compm,ition and speech communication, however, the disciplinary ges
tation period that extended through much of the twentieth century delayed the de-
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velopment of new theoretical perspectives or even the active assimilation of avant
garde positions in the philosophy of language that influenced scholars in more es
tablished fields. But in the fifties and thereafter, academic rhetoricians took more in
terest in theory, especially by converting the work of I. A. Richards, Kenneth 
Burke, Chaim Perelman, and Stephen Toulmin into analytical methods. The social 
protest movements of the sixties affected speech and composition similarly, spark
ing internal criticism and an investigation of traditional assumptions. In both disci
plines, the result has been a turn toward an ideological and epistemological analysis 
of rhetoric, alongside a more rigorously scientific approach to psychological and 
statistical studies of language behavior. 

ACADEMIC RHETORIC IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, a vestigial course requirement at the 
secondary level was all that remained of the study of rhetoric in French and other 
western European schools. Philosopher Chaim Perelman (p. 1372), educated in 
Belgium, recalls cramming for an exam on the names of tropes and then forgetting 
about rhetoric until years later, when he learned that rhetoric had once been consid
ered the counterpart of dialectic. He felt then that he had "rediscovered a part of 
Aristotelian logic that had long been forgotten, or al any rate, ignored and de· 
spised." 1 His discovery is detailed in The New Rl1etoric, which was largely respon• 
sible for a resurgence or interest in rhetoric on the Continenl. 

For most European language theorists, including Stephen Toulmin, Michel 
Foucault, and Jacques Derrida, rhetoric is a limited and moribund subject. Those 
who speak of it positively, like Perelman or I. A. Richards, speak in terms of its re· 
discovery and rehabilitation. 

So, too, in the United Stales. In his 1950 book, A Rhetoric of Motives, Kenneth 
Burke (p. 1295) announces his aim lo "rediscover rhetorical elements that had be� 
come obscured when rhetoric as a term fell into disuse, and other specialized disci� 
plines such as esthetics, anthropology, psychoanalysis, and sociology came to the 
fore (so that esthetics sought to outlaw rhetoric, while the other sciences we have 
mentioned iook over. each in its own terms, the rich rhetorical elements that esthetT 
ics would ban).":i Burke sees rhetoric as the loser in a connict with literature (or 
"esthetics"), with social science available for additional depredations. Burke's per
ception follows the history of rhetoric in American universities. But whereas litera
ture was the chief opponent of rhetoric in America, linguistics and semantics opT 
posed rhetoric in European intellectual life at the beginning of the century. 
Linguistics and semantics sought lhe "true" relationship between language and rea!T 
ity, a relationship that was not illuminated, or so it then seemed, by rhetoric. The 
story of rhetorical theory in the twentieth century is, lo a considerable extent, the 
story of how the philosophy of language on the one hand and literary criticism on 

•Set: p. 1190 in thi� hunk.
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the other moved to consolidate once again the richness of rhetoric as a theory of 
language in use. 

PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE VERSUS RHETORIC 

In his excellent introduction to Jacques Derrida's Speech and Phenomena, Newton 
Garver notes that "the mediaeval trivium (grammar, logic, and rhctoricl is a much 
sounder approach to the study or language and gives a much more adequate frame
work for understanding the philosophy or language than its all too fashionable ne
glect might lead one to suppose."3 Grammar, as Garver explains, concerns linguis• 
tic competence; logic is a matter or knowing what expressions are sensible or not; 
and rhetoric, released from bondage to tropes and figures, is "not a matter or pure 
fonn but has to do with the relation of language to the world (lo life) through the re
lation of linguistic expressions to the specific circumstances in which their use 
makes sense.''4 Garver goes on to say, "In these traditional terms, the central issue 
of philosophy of language, the issue around which all other issues revolve and to 
which they all return and in tcnns of which we can surely sec the relation of Derrida 
to other philosophers, is the issue about the relation of logic and rhctoric.''5 

Derrida's project, Garver says, is to attack "the whole tmdition in which lunguage is 
conceived as founded on logic rather than on rhetoric."(, Such an attack is necessary 
partly because, "unlike gmmmar and logic, rhetoric has not been refurbished by 
new ideas and new vigor but remains a weak and ancillary discipline about which 
few students of language have strong or clear ideas."1 

Traditional language philosophy treats language as an imperfect expression of 
logic. Since philosophy is conducted in language and dependent on il, many 
branches of philosophy rcncct on language, quite often in the effort to render it, or 
at least its philosophical manifestations, more nearly perfect. Thus in metaphysics a 

� f"-� persistent concern has been lo dctcnnine the relationship between real things and 
.f- o..c.�s the linguistic expressions that (presumably) name them. Epistemology faces the 
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ments based on inferential reasoning. In its more recent history, too, philosophy ha.� 
been shifting to a more language-oriented analysis or concepL-.. Instead of seeking 
phenomena that correspond to concepts (morality, justice, and causality, for ex
ample) or of positing the ideal existence of concepts, philosophers arc now more 
likely to ask what it means to speak of a concept, to define the terms that identify 
concepts, and to be self-conscious about semantic problems that arise in dealing 
with concepts. 

3Ncwton Garver, "Preface:· in Jacques Derrida. Speech u11d Pheno111c11a (1967; trans. David Allison, 
Evanslon: Nonhweslcm Univcr,;ity Press, 1973), p. ix. 

•Garver, p. x. 
5Garver, p. xi. 
'•Garver. p. xiii. 
7Garvcr, p. i1vii. 
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SEMANTICS AND SEMIOTICS 

Semantics is the branch of philosophy that focuses on language itse lf, examin ing 
such issues as mec111i11,-:, symmymy, 1mly.wmy (mul t iple meanings of s ingle words), 
ambiguity, literal versus fig11mrfre expression, distinctions between types of mean
ing (such as expre.\·.1·ive and emotive), and the relat ionship between the structure of 
language and the structure of real i ty. In the twentieth century, the most s ign i ficant 
semantic theory is semiology or semiotics - the tJ1eory of signs and significat ion. 

American phi losopher Charles Sanders Peirce, who produced an in fluential the· 
ory of semio1 ics in the first years of the twentielh century,  describes semiot ics as 
heir to the triv ium: Grammar, in semiot ics, becomes (he study of the comlit ions of 
meaning; logic becomes the study of the conditions of truth; and rhetoric becomes 
the study of the relations among signs. A sign (a word, for example) operates, 
Peirce says, by cal l ing up an "interpretant" in the interpreter's mind. The interpre
tant is also a s ign, but it is a mental one. Thus the operation of what Peirce called 
"semiosis" leads from one sign 10 another: The mental sign, not the communicative 
one, has a reforent in 1he world. Meaning, in Peirce's scheme, is not identified with 
the interpretant nor even wilh the inlerpretant' s reference, hu1 rather with the effect 
of the proposit ion upon the in1erpreter. Thus de lined, he cal led the sl utly of meaning 
"prag1m11ism." Later phi losophers referred to 1he e lements of Peirce's  tri vium as 
"syntactics," .. �emantics," and "pragmatics," names g iven them by Peirce' s  ch ief 
inlerpreter, phi lrn,opher C.  W. Morris. Later d iscui;sions of Pei rce's theory generally 
ignore il'i connections to rhetoric and the medieval tri v ium. 

The Swi1-s l inguist Ferdinand de Saussure developed, i ndependently of Peirce, a 
similar 1heory of signs !hat he called semiology. For Saussure ,  the system of Ian • 
guagc (/m1J.:tW) makes possible and gives meaning to ullcrnnccs (porole). la11,:11e is 
a kind of social conlract, the general grammar and lcxicmt that particular :;peakers 
must use to communicalc successfu l ly .  Linguists study lw1,-:11e, which has two as
pects, the diachronic ( its history) and the synchron ic (the system al a g iven mo
ment). Saussure stresses that !-,igns arc arbi trary and wi thout i nherent meaning. 
Meaning, for Saussure ,  i s  a psychological phenomenon, a matter of the way !hat ! in• 
guistic sign!, cal l  up mental images. Meaning is not ,  lherefore, the concern or the 
sc ience of semiology : "To determine the exacl p lace of semiology is  the task of lhe 
psychologist. "11 

Pei rce inll uenced main ly American philosopheri., and Saussure Continenta l  ones. 
The decis i ve influence on Ang)o.American phi losophy of language in this period, 
however, comes from Bertrand Russe l l  and Ludwig Wittgenste in .  Russel l ,  at the be
ginn i ng of 1he century, promoted "logica l atomism," a method of reduci ng language 
IO a form that would al low phi losophers lO determine how reali ty was const i tuted by 
maki ng a l i nguistic analysis of proposit ional statements (assertions about real i ty). 
And Wittgenstein says, in the Tructalm Logimp/rilo.wphirns of 1 922,  that prop
ositions are pictures or models of real i ty . The school of analyt ic philosophy that 
follows the work or Russe l l and Wittgenstein holds that much of phi losophy is  

fcrdinund de SaUs.!.1Jrl!, Course in Gt•rwml Li111111i.win ( 1 9 1 6), ed. C .  Bu lly and A Scclu:hayc; tr.ms. 
Wud� Baskin (New York: Philosophic.i i Lihmry, 1 959), p. 1 6 , 
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meaningless because philosophers have misused ordinary language. From this 
premise, two conclusions have emerged. One conclusion, preferred by the so-called 
ncopositivists, is that language is inherently confusing and illogical and should be 
purified, at least for philosophical purpo!>cs. The other conclusion, adopted by lhe 
"ordinary language" philosophers, is that use determines meaning. Wiugenstein in 
his later work takes this· position, and speech-act theorist J. L. Austin is one of its 
most important defender!>. 

The recent history of language philosophy thus shows some tolerance for theo
ries of meaning based on context and use, hut its main tendency is a continued re
luctance to move away from the search for a universal basis for language in univer
sal grammar or in psychology if not in logic itself. Rhetoric has been, at best, a 
marginal concern for both Continental and Anglo-American philosophy. 

It is against the background of these developments in the philosophy of language 
that I. A. Richards and Mikhail Bakhtin call for a reexamination of the meaning of 
meaning. 

THE MEANING OF MEANING IN PHILOSOPHY AND LITERATURE 

I. A. Richards ( 1893-1979; p. 1270) and his collaborator, Cambridge philosopher
C. K. Ogden, discuss the work of Peirce, Saussure, Russell, and Wittgenstein in
their innucntial book, The Meaning of Mca11i11R (1923). Richanls and Ogden illus
trate Peirce's theory of signs with a communication triangle, in which the linguistic
sign directly calls up the mental sign or reference and only indirectly stands for the
extramental and extralinguistic "referent" out in the world of things or ideas. They
also endorse Saussure's principle of the arbitrariness of signs. But Saussure side
steps the problem of meaning, which is precisely the issue that concerns them.
Signs, lo be meaningful, require interpretation, and Richards and Ogden conclude
that sign interpretation is conditioned by the situations in which the sign has been
experienced. Meaning therefore inheres not in word!> themselves but in the remem
bered contexts in which they have appeared to the interpreter. Richards carried this
analysis of meaning into literary criticism and eventually identified it with the
essence of rhetoric.

In the twenties and thirties, the aesthetically oriented New Criticism arose in the 
United Stales, and Formalism, based on structural linguistics, developed in eastern 
Europe. Both of these approaches eschewed the previously popular historical ancl 
biographical approaches to literary scholarship, focusing inslcad on the aesthetic 
experience of the text and the attempt lo describe the lext's meaning, from which the 
reader's aesthetic experience was inseparable. The artful quality of literature was 
taken to be evidence that liter.try language wac; more emotive, suggestive, and power
ful than ordinary language. This distinction was not new: Dmwing Oil Wordsworth's 
idea that poetry is the expression or feeling. ninetccnth•century philosopher John 
Stuart Mill had posited a scale in which expressive language (in the form of lyric po
etry) was placed at the top and mere expoi,ition at the bottom. 111c most expressive 
genres were the most literary, followeu by the lesser, mixed genres, and finally the 
nonexpressivc, purely descriptive genres. Literary language was c.:omplex ancl 
metaphoric, whereas ordinary language sought clarity in simplicity. 
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I. A. Richards, in his role us founder of un inlluential variety of formalist criti
cism, also observes the literary-ordinary language distinction, but he argues that the 
ground or meaning for both literury language and ordinary language is the same: 
They arc both sign systems. In his early literary-critical work, Principles of Literary 

Critid.,·111 ( 1924), Richards say:- Lhal poems must be lreated like other sign systems 
that readers experience, as he had explained in The Meaning of Meaning: Previous 
experiences of language use-in this case, of reading poetry-determine how 
poems arc understood. 

But, like other formalists who claimed thal the reader's psychological response 
wa..., the basi� of meaning, Richards did not intend lo examine the actual experience 
of readers and then claim that those experiences constituted literary criticism. To 
1he contrary. Richards anuly,.es the failure of readers to understand poems correctly. 
In Practical Criticism ( 1929), he uses psychology to explain how readers bring in
appropriate associations to poems, thus distorting their ml!uning. Successful read
ings see the metaphoric resonances, the modulation of images, the tonal quality of 
word sound\, and so on. In other words, correct readings focus on the poem itself, 
not on the reader'-; feelings. In attending to the reader's experience as the basis of 
literary me.ming, Richard'i shifts the role of psychology in criticism from the author 
to the reader. But for all his attention 10 psychological ideas and vocabulary, the re-
1,ult of his work is 10 cancel psychology and bring the text to the fore. 

As for the rift between literary and ordinary language, Richards churacterizl!s lit
erary language as emotive rather than expressive (again shifting the focus from au
thor to reader). In The Pliilo.,·011hy of Rhetoric ( I 936; p. 1281 ), Richards sets up a 
�calc just like Mill's: At the lower end, meaning tends to "stay put," whereas al lhe 
upper end meaning shifts about and requires more careful interpretation. In moving 
from literary criticism to rhetoric, Richards hopes Lo expand his theory that meaning 
depends on the experienced contexts in which language has been used. Words do 
not have literal meanings that travel with them wherever they go, he says. A word 
(or any sign) takes its meaning from the context of remembered use in the past and 
of other words in whose company it appears al a given time. All language is subject 
to some degree of contextual meaning, but literature is the exemplary case, us his 
scale shows. Richards use!> metaphor as the model for the "interinunimation of 
words'' that de1ermint!s meaning: The tenor and vehicle mutually limit and expand 
each other's range of meanings. Richards thus explains semiotic meaning by a liter
ary principle that was there all along. Metaphor links literature, rhetoric, and seman
tics: it reveals the need for interpretation in context and allows Richards to limit 
"context" to the immediate verbal setting; and it retains the basic elements of the 
distinction between literary and ordinary language. 

MEANING AND DIALOGISM 

Like Richards and most students of language philosophy at the time, Mikhail 
Bakhtin (1895-1975; p. 1206) was also powerfully influenced by Peirce and 
Saussure. Bakhtin, too, comes out of a formalist sy!item of lilerary criticism that he 
finds faulty. He accepts the fundamental principle of .semiolics: thut language i8 ,t 
sign system, that the signs themselves arc arbitrary, and that signs re/er ro other 
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signi., not lo cxtrnlinguistic entities. But Bakhtin rejects the conclusion, drawn by 
both Peirce and Saussure, that the meaning of discourse is to be found in the psy
chological processing of signs. In Marxi.m, and the Philosophy of Language, he 
maintains that language can be understood only as dialogue. Systems such as struc
tural linguistics or literary stylistics fail to account for the pans that intention, in1cr
pretation, social context, and historical circumstance play in the creation of mean
ing. Bakhtin takes the view that "the logic of consciousness is the logic of 
ideological communication, of the semiotic interaction of a social group.''9 He ap
plies this theory of language to literary criticism a-; well as to discourse in general. 

Before Mar.tism a11d the Philosophy of Ltmguagc, Bakhtin had in fact already 
written a book on literary theory, The Formal Method in Literary Sc:/10/urshir, 
( 1928). Herc, Bakhtin rejects the distinction between literary and ordinary language 
and uttacks the contemporary Russian Formalist school for maintaining that distinc
tion. Russian Forrnafo;m drew upon Saussure's linguistics as a way to tum attention 
to the close analysis of literury texts. The Formalists, like the New Critics. rejected 
lhc source criticism, influence hunting, and biographical criticism that seemed to 
look everywhere but al the text. Instead, they sought to isolate the text by declaring 
literary language a "dialect" of ordinary language, and finally. as Fredric Jameson 
says, "a total linguistic system in its own right.""' Poetic language is "heightened" 
and draws nllention to itself, the theory goes, whereas practical language tries lo he 
transparent. Thus poetic language changes the usual. rather automatic process by 
which ordinary language is understood, thereby shifting the reader's focus from the 
message to the medium. 

Bakhtin opposes both of the Formalists' a�sumptions about meaning: llrst. lhal 
meaning in poetry is a function of the structure of poetic lunguage and, second. that 
meaning is ultimately a maUcr of psychologicul effects. Moreover. in isolating the 
text from any context (at least in principle) und insulating it from pr.icticul speech. 
the Formalists make dialogue impossible, and dialogue is the real location of mean
ing for Bakhtin. In the literary criticism of his later books. he treats literature as one 
set of genres among a great many genres of discourse, all of which arc to be studied 
as forms of social internction. Not unlike Kenneth Burke, Bakhtin secs all forms of 
discouri.e as strategics for producing effects in particular situations. Literature is no 
exception. 

Bakhtin docs not dmw explicitly on the rhetorical tradition, but he notes, in his 
essay "The Problem of Speech Genres" ( 1953; p. 1227), lhul genres arc a useful cal• 
cgory in both lilemturc and rhetoric: "Rhetorical genres have been studied since an
tiquity (and not much has been added in subsequent epochs to classical theory)."'' 
He suggests extending rhetorical analysis lo every kind of speech. recogni:ring that 
genres arc the means of adapting un utterance to a complex situation. a situution that 
includes a history or previous speech acts :l<; well as an immediutc context involving 
socially situated spcukers. 

••Sec p. 1.113 in lhis hook. 
'"Fredric J,1mc�on, f11c l'ri.1r111•ffm,.1e of lm1gw1lic (Prin1."Cton: l'rin�clon. 11ivcrsi1y Press. 197i). p. 49. 
"Sec p. 12.27 in this l1nok. 
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LJTERA TURE, LOGIC, RHETORIC, AND ETHICS 

Aristotle's division between rhetoric and poetic usefully reveals the different 
purposes, effocts, and methods of the two realms of discourse. Nonelheless, from 
Aristotle's time to our own. rhetoric and poetic have been closely linked. Both are 
concerned wilh ways of moving audiences by means of language. And even if, as 
many critics have argued, there is a distinction between the "concemplative" goal of 
literature and the "active" goal of rhetoric, literature frequently uses persuasion and 
argumentation. In terms of theory and criticism, rhetoric names the tropes used in 
poetry, and poetry provides the exemplary forms of the tropes for instruction in 
rhetoric. Narration is essential to both rhetoric and poetic. Rhetoric, in short, has 
often been identified with lilerature. 

But for all these connections (and more that might be added to the list), the inde
pendence of rhetoric and poetic has been asserted and defended just as frequently as 
their interrelatedness. Litemry critics have resisted (and many still resist) crossing 
lhe Aristolelian divide between rhetoric and poelic. At the end of the nineleenlh 
century, after a Jong period when rhetoric and belles lcures (including literary criti
cism) were always identified with each other, critics once again asserted the 
contemplative-active distinction, arguing that poetry concerned only feelings, 
rhetoric only action (see the introduction to Part Five). Recall Mill's scale, in which 
expressive language is at the lop and exposition at the bottom. When departments of 
English formed at the end of the nineteenth century, these kinds of distinctions con
tributed lo the desire to dissociate rhetoric and lilerary studies. Rhetoric, as Burke 
reminds us, was thus supplanted by aesthetics and the social sciences. 

Burke lakes a rather different and more radical approach to the relationship be
tween rhetoric and literature when he declares in his first book, Co1111ter-Stateme111 
( 1919), that literature is unequivocally a form of persuasive discourse and is there
fore governed by rhetoric. Though he occasionally distinguishes between art and 
use in discourse, hinting at the literary-ordinary language distinction, Burke con� 
sislently applies his rhetorical methods to an enormous range of written and oral 
examples, from philosophy to advertising to chats with the dentist. As he explains 
in A Gramm,ir of Motives and A Rhetoric of Motil•es, no form of discourse is ex
empt from motivation. Scientific and philosophical discourses attempt to describe 
systems of human motivation, and social discourses attempt lo motivate. Thus it 
is the business of rhetoric to categorize and analyze these discourses. Motives, he 
says, arc "distinctly linguistic products." Burke gives literature and philosophy 
special attention because of lhe long•standing presumption about their indcpen• 
dence from motivation. Literature is "the adopting of various strategics for cn
compi1ssing situations" by naming them -that is, an aucmpt to understand mo
tives.12 

Unlike Richards's instantly popular method of close reading, Burke's rhetorical 
approach to criticism was not widely adopted. Still, his approach rattled many who 
wished to maintain the sharp division between rhetoric and poetic and stimulated 

12Kcnnc1h Burke, '11,e l'ltilosophy of literary Form, 3rd ed. (Berkeley: University nr California 
l'ress, 1973), p I. 
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those who saw the value of treating literature as a form of rhetoric. Wayne C. 
Booth (p. 1491) argues in The Rlteloric of Fictio11, for example. that all literature 
is discourse addressed to a reader. Critics should therefore examine the techniques 
by which the author persuades the reader lo accept the fictional world and the :au
thor's cvcr•present judgments about it.' :i Following Booth's analysis, a great many 
critical works appeared that used the term rhetoric to describe techniques of all 
kinds in literature. A few works appeared, too, that explored the theoretical con• 
nection that Burke and Booth had put forward. For example, critic and rhetorician 
Waller J. Ong argues in his 1975 essay, "The Writer's Audience Is Always a Fic
tion," that writers cannot address an actual audience, but rather project the kind of 
audience that will be receptive to their work. Reading thus involves a kind of ne
gotiation between the actual reader and the role that the author projects for the 
ideal reader. For this reason, the reader has an active role in producing the mean
ing of the work. 14 

Some of the readeNesponse critics of the scventi<!s, such as Stanley Fish and 
Wolfgang Iser, took a similar position but cmphasi1ed that readers must be ''in• 
formed" or "educated .. for their interpretations to be correct. Others, like Norman 
Holland. eschewed such judgments and sought lo describe the many ways in which 
meaning emerges during the act of reading. This approach follows the road not 
taken by I. A. Richards, for it attempts to describe what happcni. to the reader psy
chologically without making a judgment about the correctness of the reader's in1cr
pretation. Readcr-rcspon�e critics generally regard their method as contcxt
scnsitive. though not as rhetorical. Still. this method and others that oppose strictly 
fonnalistic methods (notably Marxist criticism. which seeks to describe the histori
cal and ideological context of literature) operate on the principle that literature is a 
form of rhetorical discourse whose interpretation depends on context and response 
as well as on the structure of the text. 

Beginning from rhetoric rather than philosophy or criticism. Richard M. Weaver 
(1910-1963; p. 1348) develops a theory of meaning similar to those advanced by 
Richards and Burke. When Weaver argues that language is scrmonic (the title of hi, 
influential 1963 essay). he means that all instances of language use arc persuasive. 
rhetorical, and therefore imbued with ethical values. For Weaver. human utterances 
reflect a set of values and aim to move others to accept the i1m1ge of the world in 
which those values apply (as in Burke's notion of identification). To o;pcak or write 
is to perform a positive ethical action, and the value of rhetoric as a discipline, 
Weaver argues. comes from its goal of revealing the ethical hascs of a given dis
course. Weaver, a conscious Platonist, docs not go so far as other theorists in link• 
ing rhetoric with logic or knowledge. He retains in his writing the category of di
alectic us discourse that leads to knowledge of nature (though he warns that 
dialectic is not necessarily trustworthy for conveying knowledge in an ethical way). 
Nonetheless. Weaver shares the tendency of Burke and Richards to include all 
forms of discourse within the discipline of rhetoric. 

'1\Vaync lfoolh, Tire Rhcloric of Fk1im1 (Chicagn: Univcrsily of Chicagn Pres�. 19h I). 
'4\Vahcr J. Ong, SJ. "'The Wri1cr"s A111Jicncc Is Alw:ays a Fktinn." /'ML,\ 1)1> U,1111mry 19751: I) 21. 
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RHETORIC VEl{SUS LOGIC 

It was in lhe con1ex1 of Bertrand Russell's analytic philosophy, its distrust of lan
guage, und ils rcliuncl! on logic that Stephen Toulmin (p. 1410) developed his lhe
ory of argument. When, in The U.,·e.,· of Arg11111e111 ( 1958), Toulmin asserted that for
mal logic should not be regarded as superior to probabilistic argument in 
establishing truth. his Cambridge friends felt lhat he had abandoned philosophy al
together. His graduate udvisor, he says, "was deeply pained by the book, and barely 
spoke to me for twenly years."•� Toulmin'� goal i,,; to extend the rigor of formal 
logic to arguments in realm� of greater uncertainty, like law and morality, and even 
science. Though the standard methods or logic cannot be applied in these areas, he 
says, there is nonetheless a slructure to their argumen1s that can be shown to apply 
ucross fields. An .1rgument consisb of a claim that is based on data, modified by 
certain qualifications and conditions. But the nature of the claims, data, and qualifi
cations is a func1ion of the context or field in which the argument is advanced, and 
the force of the argument is a question of its persuasiveness, not the perfection of 
the argument -.tructure. 

Apparently, Toulmin dic..l not set out to critique the tradition or analytic philoso
phy or even to switch allegiances to the "ordinary language" school associated with 
Oxford University. Moreover, he scrupulously avoids mentioning rhetoric, the field 
in which his ideas have been most fruitfully applied. But in an important sense, his 
Cambridge colleagues arc correct in their criticism: Toulmin shows that "truth" is ·a 
social phenomenon, depemlent on the criteria developed by a community for deter
mining what it will believe. In lhis he is closer than he might himself admit to forth
right critics of traditional philosophy, such as Chaim Perelman anc..l even Michel 
Foucault. 

The philosophical project of Chaim Perelman is similar in many ways to 
Toulmin's. Perelman, a student of law and philosophy, wished to know how reason� 
able judgment� can be reached in values and morals. Finding no account of this sort 
of reasoning in logic or any other area of philosophy, he and Lucic Olbrcchts
Tyteca undertook, in The New Rhetoric ( 1958), to cxmnine recorded examples of 
such judgments. While reviewing innumcrnble arguments from different fields, they 
made several discoveries. One was that there already was a discipline that studied 
and classified arguments-namely, rhetoric and its counterpart diulectic. Another 
was that because argumentation dealt with the probable, the plausible, and the un
certain, post�Cartesian philosophy had no interest in it. Where there was no proof, 
reason and rationality were presumably absent. Science, Perelman allows, may be 
within the realm of certainty, where arguments must be based on clear proof. But 
the vast field of human affairs depends on judgments that arc not reducible to self
evident propositions, however much some systems of politics or religion may claim 
such a basis. Perelman's allack on the premise that there may be self-evident truths 
and his proposal of an informal logic based on argumentation constitute, as he 
notes, "a break with a concept of reason and reasoning ... which has Sl!t its mark on 

"Stephen Toulmin, "'Logic; and lhc Criticism nf Arguments,'' in '/'lie Rhe111ric of ll'e.l'lem Tlwuglrt+ 
ed. J. Golden, G. lkrquis1, and W. Culcman, 41h c<l. (Duhuquc, Iowa: Kcndall/1111111, 1989). p. 375. 
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Western philosophy for the last three centuries."''' Finally, he concludes that knowl
edge itself is based upon argument, and that there is considerable ethical and ideo
logical danger in the tendency of most arguments to claim that they rest on im• 
mutable truth. The goal of rhetoric, then, is lo reveal that all discourse is rhetorical 
and that no claims arc self-evident. Perelman felt that he was reviving rhetoric, re
covering the notions of argument. persuasion, audience, an<l dialectic for the analy
sis of practical reasoning in human affairs. Indeed, his work stimulated a revival of 
the discipline in Europe and contributed to its growing respectability in the United 
States. 

DISCOURSE, KNOWLEDGE, AND IDEOLOGY 

In philo!->ophy and the sciences. both social and natural, questions about knowledge 
and meaning have come to be bound inextricably to questions about language. Such 
questions are disturbing and by no means easily contemplated, let alone answered. 
Take, for example, the announcement by philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn that 
scientific knowledge advances through communal argument rather than by the dis
covery of new facts. Indeed, says Kuhn, the proponents of competing paradigms arc 
like native speakers of different languages. Moving from one paradigm and one lan
guage to another is not, as naive histories of science suggest. merely accepting a 
new bit of data or acknowledging the correctness of a new theory: it is, rather, a 
strenuous process of cultural conversion. Language is not a clear medium for lhc 
exchange of information, but opaque, resistant, and imbued with cultural bias, even 
in the enlightened realm of science. Scienli!->ts cannot simply present new informa
tion or demonstrate new findings but must argue for new meanings and create a new 
community lhal shares them.'' Far from being among the first lo reveal the place of 
rhetoric in the construction of knowledge, Kuhn is among the h11es1. Yet Kuhn's 
thesis produced, in the words of the philosophers of science. a "crisis of rationality" 
in the scientific community. 

Even this crisis of rationality is not so new, according to Michel Foucault 
(p. 1432), who traces it back to the beginning of the nineteenth cemury. It wa.<; then, 
he says, that words "rediscovered their ancient, enigmatic density," lost �ince the 
demise of the SophisL'>. First the "human sciences;· as Foucault calls linguistics, 
economics, and p!->ychology, and later the natural sciences, too, have had to deal 
with the complex relationship between language and knowledge, recognizing that 
language docs not simply represent a preexisting reality or even one's thoughts. 
Foucault revives Nicl7_�chc (sec p. 1 168) in arguing that truth. ur what counts as 
truth, is detennincd by the discursive practices of a community. 

Foucault, conversant in philosophy, psychology. psychiatry, and the history of 
science. is, along with Jacques Derrida, the champion of postmodern opposition to 
philosophy's quest for universals and absolutes. Foucault argues that knowledge is 

"•Chaim Perelman anc.l Lucic Olhrcd11s-Ty1c�u. 11ie Nt•II' Rhetoric: A Tret11i.H' 0111\r11uml'""''""'• 1nm 
John Wilkinson anc.1 Purcell Weaver (Notre Dame, Inc.I.: University or Noire Dame Pres�. t')fl\l). p. 1. 

'TI1mm:L\ Kuhn, Tlic Stnicwrc of Scientific Rem/111ir111x. 2nc.l ed. (Chicago Univcr�ily of Chicago 
Pre. ·. 1970). 
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constituted by discourse. Particular statements arc taken as true, he maintains, be� 
cause of the elabomtc relationships of communication and power among social in
stitutions that use and control knowledge. Foucault examines disciplinary tech� 
niqucs for interpreting or expounding knowledge, the certilication of certain 
speakers as authorities, and the ways in which certified methods and authorities me
diate the needs and desires of communities. Discourse, in this view, is not the trans-

\ parent conveyor of knowledge, not a free system of expression, and not at all inde, 
pendent of the interactions embodied in it. 

Like Foucault, Jacques Derrida (p. 1471) takes up Nietzsche's critique of the 
prevailing philosophical assumption that external reality is accessible to perception 
and that knowledge of the external world can be recorded and communicated in Ian• 
guage. Derrida usserts that there is no extralinguistic knowledge at all. In this, he is 
close to Foucault. But he differs from Foucault in taking as his own philosophical 
project the critique of philosophy's attempt to accomplish the impossible task of 
making language transcend itself and be referential. Although Derrida lakes lan
guage as the basis of his analysis of philosophy, he is not nearly as rhetorically 
minded as Newton Garver seems to suggest in the remarks quoted earlier. Derrida 
has no interest in communication, persuasion, or even the structure of discourse. He 
focuses on writing, as opposed to speech, as the exemplary form of language use, 
exemplary because it exists apart from the context of utterance or reception and 
thereby reveals, under the form of scrutiny Derrida calls "deconstruction," its dis
tance from its apparent reference. Derrida's analysis supports the theory that 
rhetoric is epistemic, for it argues that knowledge is not a function of logic and that 
language is not a medium for knowledge; rather, knowledge is made by language, 
though for Derrida, the chief characteristic of knowledge may be that it is an elabo
rate self-deception. 

Derrida's deconstructive method breaks down the traditional distinction between 
philosophy and literature by dmwing on Nietzsche's observation that all language is 
metaphoric in operation. As deconstructionist critic Paul de Man puts it, "All phi& 
losophy is condemned, to the extent that it is dependent upon figuration, to be liter
ary and, as the depository of this very problem, all literature is 10 some extent philo
sophical."1 De Man raises "the very difficult question whether the entire semantic, 
semiological, and performative field of language can be said to be covered by tropo
logical models, a question which can only be rui.sed after the proliferating and dis
ruptive power of figural language has been fully recognized." 1'' In more general 
terms, de Man's question concerns the boundaries between traditionally c.listincl 
realms of discourse, between rhetoric and poetic or between literary and ordinary 
language. 

In u 1973 essay, "How Ordinary Is Ordinary Language'!" literary critic Stanley 
Fish (p. 1605) documents the pen,istence of the idea that literary language is differ
ent from ordinary language. He argues that there b no such thing us ordinary Ian• 
guage at all, if that means language that is transparent and in no need of contextual 

•�Paul de Man, "111c Epis1cmolui;y or Mclaphur;· in On Mclllfl/r1tr, ed. Sheldon Sacks (University nr 
Chicago Press, I 979). p. :zK. 
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i nterpretation . J"  In his later work. Fish comes to rhetoric as the d isc ipl ine that hcst 
addresses the issues or meaning and interprelat ion . In h is  essay .. Rhetoric" 
(p. 1 609). Fish situates his own understanding of epistemic language in relat ion to 
the same kind of h istory of twentieth-century thought that we have been examin ing 
here. Barbara 1-lerrnstein Smith takes a pos il ion si mi lar to Fish's  in her excellent 
discussion - in 011 the Margins of Discour.\·e ( 1 978) - of' the mostly false dis t inc
tion between natura l  and poet ic d iscourse." Dcconstructive cri t icism.  inspired by 
the work of Derrida. abo assumes that l i 1erary language is not d i fferent from ordi
nary languugc, for al l  language is fundamenta l ly ligura t ive and no language is refer• 
cnt ial . Dccnnstruct ivc cri tics use th is  insight to col lapse t he d ist i nction between phi 
losophy and l i terature, and several ( most notahly Pau l  de Man, another devotee of 
Nietzsche) have ident i fied rhetoric as the discipl ine respon�ible for analyting the 
t igurative nature and hence the epistemological function of language.  But Derrida 
and the critics who fol low him focus on the way that texts undermine their own ap
parent meaning . Rhetoric. i n  the work of these crit ics, thus tends to refer to t rope!> u� 
symbols nf un epistemological di lemma hut not to the larger questions of discourse 
and i ts construction of knowledge. 

In Literary 71,eory: A11 l111rm/11ctim1 ( 1 983) . Marx ist l iterary cri t ic Terry Eagleton 
argues that there is  no such thing as l i terature. if by l i terature we mean a text that is 
l inguist ical ly d ifferent from "ordinary" texts. I-le concludes his clear and helpful 
survey of modern critical theories by cal l i ng for a new rhetorical crit icism, for 
rhetoric, he says, takes the most comprehensive view of the opcrntions of discourse: 
It is by dcl ini l ion opposed lo crit ical formal ism, for it seeks mean ing in human in
teract ions. in h istory and cul ture, and i n  ideology; it al !,o reg:ards tl iscourse as a fonn 
of human action, as the construction of h istory and culture .  and as ethica l anti ideo
logical. Eagleton puts it this way : 

Rhetoric, wh ich was 1hc received form of crit ic.ii analysb a l l  the way from unc icnt society 
to the e ighteenth century, examined the way d is1.nur�c� arc conMmcted in order to achieve 
certain effccls. It wao; not worried ahnul whether its ohjects of cm1u it}• were 1;pcaking or 
writing, poetry or phi lo�ophy. fict ion or h istoriography; i t �  horizon was nothing les, than 
the field of discursive pract ices in society as a whole, and i t,; partil.:ular interest lay in 
grasping such pr.tct ices ns forms of power and performance . . . . It saw speaking and writ• 
i ng not merely as tcx1ual ohjecls. to he aesthet ica l ly contemplated nr c 1u.l le�sly decon 
stmcted but as fom,s of act ivity inscparahlc from the wider social re lat ion� hctwccn wril" 
crs and readers, orators and audience�. and a� large ly un inlcll igihlc out�ide the sodal 
purposes and condi tions in which they were cmhedJcc.l . " 

Eagleton speaks of rhetoric in the past tense while hoping that ii w i l l  he lhc future 
of cri t icism, but the notes he !,lrikcs sound through the t heories of rhetorical crili-

"'Swnlcy fish. "How Ordinary b Ordinary l,.;mguagc ?" in l.r l71t•n ii "fr.\/ i11 /'l,h C/m.r ' (Cam 
hridgc: l·larv:1rd University Press, 1 980) . 

" Barh:1rn Hcm1s1cin Smilh. 011 till' MmJ:i11.r of /)m 11111 .1,·: '/111• /ld11111111 11f I ii< m111r,• ""'' /,11111i1111gt 
(8ahimorc: Johns l-lopkin� Univcr�ily Prc�s. 1 97K )  

1 1Tcrry E:1glc111n, Li1a1111' 11ieon . ,\11 b11r111l1w1um ( M1 1 1 11cap11l is· Uni\'cr..•ly ol Minnc�nta Press. 
1 983), pp. 205-oh. 
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cism offered by Stanley Fish and Wayne C. Booth, and by those who look back to 
the prescient work of Kenneth Burke. 

The forms of rhetorical analysis we have been examining seem lo conclude that 
all forms of communication arc rhetorical. Burke would certainly agree. He argues, 
for example, that Thomas Carlyle was quite right to analyze clothing as a symbol 
system. Clothes symbolize social distinctions. Clothing has meaning, and meaning 
is subject to interpretation. Mikhail Bakhtin, arguing that even natural phenomena 
take on ideolo0 ical meaning, uses hunger as an example: Hunger is not simply a · H ,_ c e tl,-,i ,s Uoc: 
physiological fact, the same in all cases, but is interpreted by the hungry person in � j \f\ov:> .� c_ .. .,.+

i�£�:;:�:�:.��f �:;:;��:
l

:�:.:t,�!�{��;�f :!�o::�::;;,�1:::��i�,��� 11 i � ::�
George A. Kennedy contemplates animal communication as rhetorical. S''-� -+',-\ 

For all itli new-found theoretical reach, rhetoric still means the practice of cffec- c.ot.� • .i.., � 
tive speaking and effective wri1ing; it still means teaching the strategics for ef
fective discourse; :md it still resides in the "public sphere," as German sociologist 
Jurgen Hahermas .m<l others put it. In the twentieth century, the public sphere has 
become dramatically more open to the rhetoric of women and minorities, whose 
practices, coming from struggles to gel a hearing, have materially marked contem
porary rhetoric. 

RHETORICS OF GENDER, RACE, AND CULTURE 

IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

In sharp contrast 10 women in other periods of Western culture, many more twentieth• 
century women, both white and of color, are literate, and many more arc educated 
beyond the elementary level. Women practice rhetoric in a wider variety of forms 
than ever bcli.>re. In addition to the many private genres in which they have always 
participated, more and more women arc speaking and writing for public lixums. 
Women arc lawyers, ministers, college professors, and politicians. Moreover, far 
more women arc smdying and teaching rhetorical practices than ever have in the 
past. Women scholars in the social sciences, speech communication, literature, and 
composition studies arc analyzing wrillen and spoken discourse of many kinds. 

Women's theorizing about language in use is also taking new forms. As speech 
communication scholar Karlyn Kohrs Campbell has pointed out, women have al� 
ways had to be particularly inventive in their Ulies of rhetoric-inventing not only 
the mailer of their texts, but appropriate personae to deliver thcm ... 1 In the past, 
women could be found reflecting on forms of rhetoric that might be used by both 
sexes, even if those form:. were con.�idere<l especially appropriate for women. For 
example. Aspasia (p. 56) discusses dialogue and Madeleine de Scudery (p. 761) 
conversation as rhetorical genres. But perhaps the most frequent kind of reflection 

235cc K.irlyn Kohrs Camphcll, .. lnvcnling Women: Frmn Ar11a1crnsu to Virginiu Woolf," 11·,,111e11',1· 
S111die.\· in C1111111u111im1im1 21.2 (fall 199K): 111 26. 
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on rhetoric that women produced before the modern period comprised arguments 
for allowing women to express themselves al all in speech or writing, or especially 
to practice rhetoric in public forums. Examples of such claims for a public voice 
can be found in the work of Margaret Fell (p. 748). Sor Juana Ines de Ia Cmz 
(p. 780), Maria W. Stewart (p. to31 ), and Sarah Grimke (p. l045), among others. In 
general, these arguments claimed for women the use of the same rhetorical prac
tices as were available to men. By the nineteenth century, however, a new kind of 
theorizing about women and rhetoric began to emerge. This was work that at
tempted to identify something uniquely female in language use, a sort of "women's 
rhetoric" that was clearly distinct from the mainstream rhetoric for men. Early at
tempts at such theorizing can be found, for example, in the defense of women's 
public Christian ministry mounted by Phoebe Palmer (p. 1085) and Frances Willard 
(p. 1114). 

Work on women's rhetoric broadened and deepened in the twentieth century. so 
that it might now be possible to speak for the first time of a women's tradition in 
rhetoric. Discussing texts in which women argue for their right to �peak, feminist 
historian Gerda Lerner has wryly noted the tendency of successive authors to con
struct arguments very similar to one another-for example, in criticizing pronounce
ments on women's public speaking by the Apostle Paul.24 This has happened, 
Lerner says, because the women's texts did not stay in print; transmission was fur
ther attenuated because of women's uneven and uncertain access to education. But 
in the twentieth century, these conditions changed for the better. One of the first 
important theorists of women's rhetoric in the twentieth century, Virginia Woolf 
(p. 1246), emphasize.s the importance for women lo connect with the work of earlier 
women writers. Moreover, Woolf mounts a critique of the social conditions. opprei;
sivc lo women, that have resulted in previous suppressions of women· s writing. Ap
propriately enough, Woolf herself has come to be regarded as an important fore
mother of work on women's rhetoric later in the century. Subsequent writers have 
cited her and have also emulated her feminist stance against the social. political, and 
economic forces that discouraged women's writing. 

Woolfs own writing style has also been taken as paradigmatic of women's ways 
of using language. For example. her essays do 1101 proceed linearly to drive home 
points supporting a thesis, but rather accumulate support fur her position gradually 
and indirectly. Her evidence may be taken from published authorities but is more 
likely to come from her own experience and reflections. Luer women writers, includ
ing Adrienne Rich, who openly acknowledges her debt to Woolf. and Helene Cixous 
(p. 1520), whose affinities with Woolf's work have been noted hy a number of schol
ars, have worked to develop theories of women's language use that follow along these 
lines and clearly differentiate it from men's. Cixous calls her concept of women's 
writing, rooted in the ways women experience their bodies sexually, "ccriture femi
nine." Rich has devoted her long career as a poet and essayist entirely lo working out 
ways lo use language to express the wide range of women· s experience. 

1•Gcnla Lerner. "ln1rotluc1ion," in The Femi11frt Tlumi:ht ,if S11mh Grimh!, ell. Gcrtla Lerner (New 
York: Oxfortl University Press. 1998), pp. 21-22. 
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As a lesbian and a Jew, Rich has also been alert to the implic:uions of sexual 
prclerence and ethnicity for language use. As Rich has noted, Gloria Anzaldua 
(p. 1582) hm, hecomc an important theorist of the intersections between women's 
rhetoric, gay rhetoric, and rhetorics of color.�, Composition scholar Andrea 
Lunsfon.l has called this conjunction in Anzuldtia's work "mestiza rhetoric."''' 
An7aldtia' s writing mixes not only her experiences us woman, lesbian, and Chicana, 
but also her varied linguistic resources; she boldly uses Spanish and Nahuatl along 
with English even when writing for primarily English�spcuking audiences. Women 
of color have always labored under a double burden of racial and sexual oppression 
in their attempts IO daim a public voice, as can be seen from the experience of 
carly~ninctecnth-cenlllry African American orator Maria W. Stewart. But women's 
increasing educational and professional opportunities in the twentieth century have 
allowed more varied voices to emerge. Their work raises powerful questions that 
challenge the Western rhetorical tradition's aso;umptions of cultural homogeneity 
among speakers or writers and audiences. Can communication and persuasion take 
place when such homogeneity docs not exist? The theoretical work and the popular 
success of twentieth-century women rhetoricians suggest that it can. 

The increasing numbers of men of color entering the professions of law, medi
cine, politics, and the academy provide further conlirmution. Some of the most in
nuential political leaders of the twentieth century have been African American men: 
Martin Luther King Jr., Mulcolm X, and Jesse Jackson. Following in the footsteps 
of important nineteenth-century African American intellectual and political leader 
Frederick Douglass (p. w61 ), these men have adapted forms of rhetoric preferred 
by the dominant culture to pursue successful political activism for social justice. At 
the same time, they have felt more free than Douglass did to bring the great rhetori
cal resources of the African American community to hear in rhetorical forums that 
address the general public. As literary scholar Henry Louis Gates Jr. (p. 1543) has 
shown, Black English and African American rhetoric have their own powerful tra
dition, and African American leaders have used it effectively even when communi
cating with peoplr. who arc unfamiliar with it. Largely an or.ti tradition, at least be� 
fore the twentieth century, African American rhetoric has not suffered from the 
transmission problems, noted above, that have hampered the development of 
women's rhetoric. It has been a vital force in the African American community for 
centuries and now enriches the brouder American rhetorical scene. 

Black English has long been recognized, at least by linguists, as a dialect, a 
grammatically coherent language that is a form of English and not simply English 
rendered incorrectly (though the persistence of that prejudicial view was evident in 
the battles over teaching Ebonics). The linguistic description of Black English cite), 
the African languages that combined with English to produce distinctive grammati
cal, syntactic, and lexical features. In addition, sociolinguists and folklorists have 
looked at the rhetorical character of black discourse to discover how it functions in 

''Sec Adrienne Rkh, 11'/wr Ir FmmJ l1rc-rr:; No1,,/Jooh mi l'ot!II)' 11111/ l'o/itils (New York: W. W. 

Norton, 1993), p, 140 cl passim. 
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behavior, social organi7.ation. and ideologic:11 relalions with the dominant white cul• 
turc. Rhetoric. in most such studies, has not been called upon us a comprehensive 
theory of discourse. Where rhetoric appears al all. it refers to tropes, which in tum 
refer to a number of distinctive black speech patterns and genres. such as "playing 
the dozens" and "signifying." Henry Louis Gates Jr., in The SiR11ifyi11g Monkey 
(p. 1551 ). analy les the tropei, of black discourse in terms of the epistemic notion of 
tropes developed by dcconstructionist critics. Gales thus brings the analysis of a 
part of black discourse into line with a i;ignificant clement of the language theory 
shared by literary criticism and rhetoric. 

THE REACH OF RHETORIC 

Twenticth�ccntury theories of rhetoric, in formulating the relationships between lan
guage and knowledge and in reexamining the powers of discourse, have extended 
the concerns of rhetoric to include each and every instance of language use. Al
though some earlier rhetoricians. such as lsocrates, Vico, and Nietzsche, believed 
that rhetoric mui;t be comprehensive and address all language acts. for centuries the 
scope of rhetoric was limited to overtly persuasive and deliberately stylized forms 
of discourse and to the speech and writing of those in power. Twentieth-century 
theories of rhetoric. in contra,;t. take the concerns of rhetoric to he nothing less than 
the foundations of knowledge and ideology in discourse. 

The movement of philo.�ophy toward the problems of language and epistemol
ogy, of literary analysis toward a concern for the nature of textual and conlextual in
terpretation, of the social sciences and even the natural sciences toward the realiza
tion that knowledge is a linguistically constructed and consensual arrangement-all 
point to the need for a comprehensive theory of language and knowledge, a theory 
of practical reasoning, of speech acts, of dh,cursive formations, of persuasion and 
identification-in short, a theory that encompasses all the rich clements of rhetoric. 
Rhetoric al the beginning of the twenty-lirst century is not only a licld of historical 
investigation. systematic analysis, pedagogical practice, political change, and theo• 
retical speculation. but an intellectual project that extends heyond disciplinary 
boundaries. 

Selected Biblfograp/Jy 

Some of the key twcnticth•ccntury developments in rhetorical theory arc discussed in 
Michael Lcfrs "In Search of Ariadne's Thread: A Review of Recent Literature on Rhetorical 
Theory" (Central Swtcs S1,eech Jounw/ 29 (summer 1978]: 73-91), which focuses on the 
rhetoric•as-epistemic approach, and C. H. Knohlauch's "Modern Rhetorical Theory and lls 
Future Directions," in l'erspcctfrcs m1 Re.veard1 a11d Sclm/anhip i11 Co111po.riti01r. ed. Ben W. 
McClelland and Timothy R. Donovan (New York. 1985). Co111e11111rm1ry l'aspectil'cs m1 
Rhetoric, 2nd ed .• by S. Foss, K. Foss, and R. Trapp (Prospect Heights. Ill .• 1991 ). is a sum· 
mary of the work of Richards, Weaver, Burke. Toulmin, Perelman. and Foucault, as well as 
llalian philosopher Ernesto Grassi and German sociologist Jiirgcn lfahcrmas. This hook con-
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tains good bibl iograph ics of both primary und secondary works on these figures. A very use
rul and well-organ ized source addressing the connectioos between rhetorical theory aod 
philosophers of the " l inguist ic tum" is Rhetoric in ,m A111ifm111dmional World: w11g11age, 
Culture, mid Pedago}ty, ed. M ichael Bermm.1-Donals and Richard R. Glejzer (New Haven, 
1998 ), wh ich includes Fish's "Rhetoric," Eagleton's "A Short History of Rhetoric," and a 
number of other essays, inc luding one by Richard Rorty. Yet another exce l lent collection 
of this type is Co111endi11g with Word.I': Compo.l'ition and Rhetoric ill a Po.l'tmotlem Age, ed. 
Patricia Harkin and John Schilb (New York, 1 99 1  ). 

A discuss ion of the relationship between rhe1oric and philosophy through the ages , ori• 
ented toward modem i ssues of epistemology, is found in Samuel IJsseling's Rhetoric 
am/ Phi/o.wphy in Co11J/ict ( 1 975; tr.ms. Pau l  Dunphy, The Hague, 1 976). See also Bruce 
Kimbal l 's  Ormors mu/ Phi/osopher.1· (New York, 1 986), which treats the rhetoric•phi losophy 
d1spu1c as the central issue in the history of education. 

James Kinneavy's chapter on "Contemporary Rhetoric" in  The Pre.�e/11 Stme of Sc/wlur• 
sl,ip i11 Historical and C,mtemporary Rhetoric, 2nd ed., ed. Winifred Bryan Homer (Colum
bia, Mo. ,  1 990) takes a broad vil!w of the province of rhetoric, including discussion and bibli • 
ography in the ureas of theory, reference works, infonnal logic, epistemology, advertising, 
political and re ligious oratory, cri ticism, femin ism, and writ ing instruction. 

An exce l lent selection of the work of Richard McKean, responsible (with R. S .  Crane) for 
1he Chicago rev ival of rhetoric, is available in  Rhetoric: Es.my.r in ltivemicm and Disc,wery, 
ed. Mark Backman (Woodbridge, Conn. , 1 987). McKean treats rhetoric us a method of active 
plu lmophical am1lysis, a means of historicul and social analysis; his work deserves serious at
tent ion by students of rhetoric. 

r.:tlwin Black's Rl,cwrical Criticism: A S111dy in Method (New York, 1 965) cul led atten
tion to the l imits of the Arislolelian model and the need to develop new theories. Black also 
described rhetoric as a critical appro:1ch that did not have to rely on c lassical references, thus 
making rhetoric more competitive with other contemporary critical approaches. Daniel 
Fogarty, S.J ., discusses the rhetorical tradition and modem theories in Roots for ,1 New Rhetoric 
( 1959, rpt. New York, 1 968). A number of other excellent essays from the sixties revival are 
collccled in Contemporary Theories of Rhetoril', ed. Richard Johannesen (New York, 1 97 1  ). 

The modern history of writ ing instruction can he found in James Berl in 's  Rhewric w1d

Reality: Writing lmtructirm i11 American Colleges, 19,x>-1985 (Carbondale, 1 987) and in 
John M ichae l Wozn iak 's  comprehensive Eng/fa/, Compo.vition ill Emtem Colleges, 1850-

1940 (W:t�hington, D.C., 1 978). See also Robin Varnum's  Fencing with Words: A History of 
1Vriti11g /11 structio11 at Amherst College, 1938-1966 (Urbana, I l l . ,  1 996), which describes an 
innuential program in considerable detai l .  The renewed connection between writing instruc
tion and the rhetorical tradi tion is taken up in "The Revival of Rhetoric in America," by 
Robert Connors, Lisa Ede, and Andreu Lunsford, in f.uay.v 011 C/a.uica/ Rhetoric mu/ Mod• 
em Dfaco11rse, ed. Connors, Ede, and Lunsford (Carbondale, 1 984). Th is volume contains a 
number of essays on rl!l.tled topics, as wel l  as a bibliography of the works of E. P. J. Corbell. 
Connors treats the period from l 760 to 1 960 in C,mrpositicm -Rhetoric: Backgrmmd.r, Theory, 
11111/ Pedagogy (Piushurgh, 1 997) .  An exce l lent collection of essays is The Rhetorical Tr(I{/{. 
tilm mu/ Modem \Vriti11g, ed. James J. Murphy (Nl!w York, 1 982). The Bedford Bibliography 
for Teachers of \Vriti11g, 5th ed., hy Patricia B izzel l ,  Bruce Hcrlherg, and Nedm Reynolds 
(Boston, 2000), summarizes many works on the history and theory of rhetoric and compo• 
Sltion. 

The modem history of the disc ipl ine of speech communicat ion is explored in great de• 
1,1 i l  in several essays in Speech Comm1mication i11 the wrh Ce11t11ry, ed . Thomas Benson 
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